Cam ford

Shop Now. An experience bolstered by our long-standing relationship with the community, and
the people in it. One that allows us to build connections, and share our knowledge of and
enthusiasm for Ford vehicles. A dealership that thrives on the challenge of both meeting and
exceeding your expectations, when it comes to purchasing a new vehicle. Here at Cam Clark
Ford Richmond, we pride ourselves on providing the complete Ford experience: from vehicle
sales, to financing, parts service, and more, our dealership has all of your automotive needs
covered. Both Brett Sales Rep and Joe Finance Rep were both extremely knowledgeable and
helpful on assisting me with my decision today. Ask for Brett when you are there to make a
purchase and then you get to meet Joe who will guide you through on purchasing the extra
warranty and definitely worth it - to buy the extra coverage for five 5 extra years so you don't
have to worry in case something breaks down. You won't be disappointed. Just brought my
Ford Raptor in for service and It was an awesome experience dealing with Ivo and Raymond in
the service department. Had some questions in regards to small little details and the two of
them were able to answer my questions with their knowledge and expertise. Most service places
aren't sure or you need to wait for your vehicle not knowing what is going on, but Ivo and
Raymond always kept me in the loop. I highly recommend asking for them if you do go in for
service here. My fiancee and I recently purchased a car from this dealership and the entire
experience was awesome. We would certainly deal with them again. Service department is top
marks. Always accommodating even when I am in a pinch. Friendly service that they even
remember your face the minute you walk in. Made my choice of buying a ford that much easier.
Dealt with Nicole Bullock on my last purchase. Honest and follows up on all commitments. Real
pleasure to deal with! The salesperson Jackson helped me a lot. Highly recommend! My wife
and I recently bought an Escape at this dealership. We dealt with Robert Liu. Robert is
knowledgeable, very helpful and courteous. We recommend this dealership and Robert. Robert
and Tricia Zimmer. Sales and finance dept did a fantastic job of getting the The Ford Raptor I
wanted, huge shout out to Jason, Erin and Erfan for making it happen. Shop New. Shop
Pre-Owned. Schedule Service. Explore Our Models. Ford F Shop Now. Ford Super Duty Shop
Now. Ford Ranger Shop Now. Ford Escape Shop Now. Ford Ecosport Shop Now. Ford Edge
Shop Now. Ford Explorer Shop Now. Ford Expedition Shop Now. Ford Flex Shop Now. Ford
Fusion Shop Now. Ford Mustang Shop Now. Ford Vans Shop Now. Our Reviews 4. Jason Tam.
Its good place to buy car Jasdeep Dhaliwal. Michael Thompson. Derek Gray. David Prodanovic.
First visit was positive. Assessed the problem and fixed it Richie Speidel. Ricky Wong. Service
has always been great and Akesh a pleasure to deal with. Thank you. Andrew Nazareth.
Exemplary service and attitude Wayne Kelley. Robert and Tricia Zimmer Bob Zimmer. Having a
cubic inch stroker Ford means you can do more with your cam, but picking one out can be
tricky, Richard Holdener is here to help. What makes a stroker engine unique is the increased
length in stroke, which increases displacement and accelerates the piston away from top dead
canter muck quicker, and because of this it will require special consideration when it comes to
choosing the right camshaft for a Ci stroker Ford. Because displacement tends to tame cam
timing, the larger displacement achieved by the lengthened stroke allows the ability to run a
wilder cam, and the increase in the velocity of the stoke, for optimum use, requires revised cam
timing. With these two things in mind, Comp Cams designed a camshaft specifically for small
block Ford stroker applications. Now with a solid naturally aspirated Ci stroker Ford and a little
help from Zex, the team tries to bridge the gap between unruly and wild with a little shot of
nitrous. The perimeter plate kit from Zex included a perimeter plate with 12 individual injection
points and adjustable jetting, high flow solenoids, and necessary hardware. After dialing in the
fuel pressure and the nitrous pressure, the shot put the small block stroker at over HP with a HP
and Lb-Ft run on the dyno. Comp Cams has made it simple to pick the right cam with their XFI
series camshafts and serious power gains are made so easy with nitrous kits from Zex. Sign in.
Log into your account. Forgot your password? Privacy Policy. Password recovery. Recover
your password. Get help. Attitude Adjustment: Valve Lash for Power. NEWS Continue to the
category. Finding Top Dead Center. Load more. Privacy Contact Us. All rights reserved. More
Than Cams. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our
site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Contact Us. The Small Block Ford engine is
commonly referred to as the 5. This engine has become one of the most frequently modified
engines Ford has ever produced. There are a few differences in the valve train of this design,
but for the most part, they are the same. One thing to remember is that the engines have a very
short deck height, requiring a short pushrod. The W engine, on the other hand, has a tall deck
and a longer pushrod. The 5. The base circles of the cams for these blocks are larger because
of the higher position of the lifters. Move to Top. It utilizes a Windsor type block and a Cleveland
type head. The easiest way to tell these engines from the standard small block is by looking at
the front covers. Other than a few rocker arm differences, the valve train in all of these engines

is very similar. Later, the range was expanded to include versions. They have been out of
production since the mid seventies but remain popular today. These engines utilize a shaft
rocker arm system and can be most easily recognized by the fact that the intake manifold is
very wide and extends part way under the valve covers. It is an outstanding engine for boats,
bracket racing or towing. They were developed to replace all existing Ford V8 pushrod engines.
The design focuses on low friction, excellent sealing and increased block stiffness. With a
modern block and head design in 2 valve, 3 valve, and 4 valve configurations, the engines are
both versatile and powerful. They have a sophisticated overhead cam design in both single and
dual overhead cam versions that utilizes a roller finger follower to reduce friction, increase rpm
potential and eliminate maintenance. All of the cylinder blocks have deep skirts, and nearly all
of the main caps are cross-bolted. All cylinder heads are aluminum, with very long head bolts to
reduce distortion of the cylinder bores and improve sealing. The new design also allows the
accessories to be rigidly mounted directly to the block. This engine has grown to become the
popular 5. In the 5. This engine, known as the "Triton" truck engine, has numerous parts that
are interchangeable with the modular car engines. However, not all are identical since the truck
engines are built to handle more severe duty. The engine features variable cam timing, allowing
the valves to open and close earlier or later as needed for optimum power. This technology was
first introduced in in the 5. This engine, also known as the "Triton", is primarily in the F trucks. It
has since been put in performance cars, such as the Mustang Cobra. The firing order for the
early engines and the early 5. The later 5. Other than the firing order, the cams are identical. By
changing the spark plug wiring at the distributor these cams can be interchanged. Valve
Springs By far, the most common problem encountered when installing a new high performance
camshaft is the incompatibility of the existing valve springs to the new cam. All of the factory
valve springs are designed to work with a certain lift cam, and since most aftermarket cams
have higher lift, the spring must be addressed. Most Ford cylinder heads utilized a step cast
into the head that acted as the valve spring locator. When installing a dual spring, it is highly
recommended that this step be removed by machining to minimize the possibility of coil
binding the inner spring. Whenever installing a high-tech racing cam in any engine, the cylinder
heads must be equipped with the correct valve springs, screw-in studs, guide plates and
hardened pushrods. The increased loads and ultra high speeds of the racing engines make this
a necessity for valve train stability. Most early model small block heads utilized pressed-in
studs. When high spring loads and high engine speeds are used with these stock type studs,
they tend to pull out of the heads. You can check for this by laying a straight edge across the
top of the studs to see if any of the studs are too high and out of alignment. If so, the heads
should be removed and machined for screw-in studs. Positive Stop Stud This type stud was
used on and W engines, as well as engines with hydraulic cams. They do not allow for lifter
adjustment and work only with smaller cams when the dimensions of the engine block, head
deck height, etc. For high performance applications, this type of stud should be replaced with
the more conventional screw-in type, along with the pushrod guide plates. Conventional Stud
The conventional stud is usually found on early model engines and all engines originally
equipped with a solid lifter camshaft. This type of stud uses a locking nut or polylock to keep
the valve adjustment fromchanging. It has been common to enlarge this hole and install a guide
plate when switching to a high performance valve train. These rockers must be used with long
stem valves. If the head in question has either a guide plate or a slot to guide the pushrod, the
rail type rocker arms cannot be used. Conventional Rocker Arms This type rocker arm was used
on hp and engines. The cylinder head had a slot cast in the head where the pushrod passed
through. This slot guided the pushrod and aligned the rocker arm with the tip of the valve. Some
heads have been modified to use a pushrod guide plate instead of this slot. Since there are no
rails on the end of the rocker arm, a shorter tip is used on the valve. This type of rocker arm can
be used only in conjunction with either a slot in the head or a guide plate but not both. Fulcrum
Style Rocker Arms Fulcrum type rocker arms are used on most C and M engines originally
equipped with hydraulic cams as well as engines made without guide plates. Pre- models used
a slotted pedestal cast into the head to keep the rocker arm aligned with the tip of the valve,
while later 5. To replace rocker arms of this type with the adjustable Magnum or any roller
rocker arm, screw-in studs and guide plates will be necessary. This will screw directly into the
holes in the head, and since these engines use a long tip valve, the rail type Magnum Part
adjustable rocker arm can be installed. The standard nonadjustable rocker arms will work well
with the smaller hydraulic cams, but when installing any solid lifter cam or any hydraulic cam
larger than a H, the rocker arms must be replaced with adjustable rockers. They can be found
on page Timing Chain Set When installing a cam in any small block engine, be sure to check
items such as the upper and lower cam gears, cam gear spacer, fuel pump eccentric, cam
retention plate and front cover clearance. Ford has changed the arrangement of these items

through the years and interference and misfits can occur. A Part timing chain set should be
used on pre W engines. On and later engines, a Part chain set should be used. Hydraulic roller
equipped 5. In and earlier engines, a longer 1. The and later engines utilized a two piece fuel
pump eccentric which required a shorter 1. If no eccentric is used, a thicker than standard
retaining washer must be used to make up for the thickness of the eccentric. The cam gear
MUST be pulled tightly against the snout of the cam. If the gear is not tight against the step at
the front of the cam the bolt will come loose and engine failure is sure to occur. Dowel pin
failure is fairly common in Small Block Ford engines. This is almost never the result of a
defective or soft dowel pin. It is most often caused by the bolt in the center of the cam coming
loose and allowing the dowel pin to be loaded and shear. Valve Stem Oil Seals When changing
to a higher than stock lift camshaft, it is common to have a clearance problem between the
bottom of the spring retainer and the top of the valve stem oil seal. Before final assembly of the
heads, install one seal, one valve and one retainer without the spring. Measure the distance
between the top of the seal and the bottom of the retainer to be sure that it is greater than the lift
of the valve by at least. Be sure to take into account any extra lift due to higher ratio rocker
arms. Flat Tappet Break-In All higher lift hydraulic and solid flat tappet cams will require special
attention during the break-in process. Special springs and certainly tender loving care will be
required to ensure long life of the cam. Please refer to the instructions in your cam box for
complete procedures. High Ratio Rocker Arms A higher than standard ratio rocker arm moves
the pushrod closer to the rocker arm stud. It then becomes necessary to check the clearance
between the pushrod and the head where the pushrod passes through the head. This is a very
common problem and should be checked whenever a rocker arm ratio change or pushrod
diameter change is made. Rocker Arm Geometry Proper rocker arm geometry is necessary to
ensure the maximum benefit from any cam design. Camshaft base circle, block deck height,
cylinder head design and lifter design all contribute to possible errors in geometry which must
be compensated for with pushrod length. Usually a longer than stock pushrod will be necessary
in a high performance engine, but care must be taken to choose the correct length. A
comprehensive explanation of the checking procedure can be found on pages They are
available in pairs or in sets and can be found on page Hydraulic Roller Cams In those engines
originally equipped with hydraulic roller camshafts, conventional flat tappet hydraulic and solid
lifter cams can be used. It will be necessary when making this change to use the corresponding
cam, lifters, pushrods, rocker arms, valve springs and timing chain set. This kit uses many of
the same parts as the factory roller cam equipped 5. To ensure that you have the correct base
circle size: install the cam, lifters and all lifter retention hardware. Slowly rotate the camshaft,
looking closely at the top of the lifter where it contacts the guide bar. As the lifters move up and
down, the lifter guides should remain flat on the top of the lifter bores. The lifters must not push
the guides up as the lifters rise, and the lifters must not drop below the guide bar as they go all
the way down. If either of these conditions exist, the base circle of the camshaft is incorrect and
must be changed prior to complete installation. This lifter, Part , is a captured link bar style lifter
that is a simple drop-in design for most Small Block Ford applications. We also offer a Big
Block Ford version, Part Camshaft Journal Diameter Many of the newer all out racing engines
utilize a larger than standard cam bearing journal diameter. The advantages of the larger
diameter are less flex and a larger base circle to smooth out the lobe design, making this a very
desirable addition to any extreme racing engine. The most common sizes other than stock are:
2. Any of these sizes should be available, but none are interchangeable. Make sure to specify
journal size when ordering your cam. If no special size is requested, the standard journal size
will be chosen. Account Sign In Sign Up. Products Camshafts. Valve Springs. Rocker Arms.
Internal Engine Components. Timing Components. External Engine Accessories. Educational
Materials. Company About Us. Master Catalog. New Products. Product Brochures. Cam Lobe
Catalog. CPG Nation. Privacy Policy. Support Information. Warranty Policy. What's New.
Warranty Registration. Tech Center Technical Info. Cam Types. Cam Series. Chrysler Tech Info.
Ford Tech Info. General Motors Tech Info. Lobe Separation Angle. Valve Springs Valve Timing
Tutorial. Valve Train Geometry. Technical Bulletins. Flat Tappet Cam Tech Bulletin. Dyno
Sheets. Valve Spring Chart. Cam Recommendation. Camshaft Sounds. CamQuest Online. Need
help finding what you are looking for? With the V8 engine sizes ranging from , there is an
engine size and configuration to cover just about any need or application. Ford engines do have
some unique characteristics not found in any other make, so in this section we will try to
familiarize you with some of the more common differences. This valve train related information
should help you when choosing parts or assembling your engine. Move to Top 4. Latest News
Read about the newest product launches from our development team. View More. Email Us. All
rights reserved. Ford has produced some of the most powerful engines to ever come out of
Detroit. Move to Top Positive Stop Stud This type stud was used on and W engines, as well as

engines with hydraulic cams. Move to Top Conventional Stud The conventional stud is usually
found on early model engines and all engines originally equipped with a solid lifter camshaft.
Move to Top Conventional Rocker Arms This type rocker arm was used on hp and engines.
Move to Top Fulcrum Style Rocker Arms Fulcrum type rocker arms are used on most C and M
engines originally equipped with hydraulic cams as well as engines made without guide plates.
Move to Top Timing Chain Set When installing a cam in any small block engine, be sure to
check items such as the upper and lower cam gears, cam gear spacer, fuel pump eccentric, cam
retention plate and front cover clearance. Move to Top Valve Stem Oil Seals When changing to a
higher than stock lift camshaft, it is common to have a clearance problem between the bottom
of the spring retainer and the top of the valve stem oil seal. Move to Top Flat Tappet Break-In All
higher lift hydraulic and solid flat tappet cams will require special attention during the break-in
process. Move to Top High Ratio Rocker Arms A higher than standard ratio rocker arm moves
the pushrod closer to the rocker arm stud. Move to Top Rocker Arm Geometry Proper rocker
arm geometry is necessary to ensure the maximum benefit from any cam design. Move to Top
Hydraulic Roller Cams In those engines originally equipped with hydraulic roller camshafts,
conventional flat tappet hydraulic and solid lifter cams can be used. Move to Top Camshaft
Journal Diameter Many of the newer all out racing engines utilize a larger than standard cam
bearing journal diameter. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Contact Us. Items 1 - 12 of
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Vehicle. Service Your Vehicle. Starting at. The customer service here was outstanding, I am a B.
Had all the paperwork in line and ready for me upon arrival, truck was kept warm and spotless
while I was on myâ€¦. Had our truck in for a few recalls and completion of a long outstanding
service issue that was a software availability issue. All work was done in a half day which was
amazing and we expected to be without the vehicle for the entire day. Work was done with care
and attention, overall very pleasedâ€¦. We just purchased our second truck from this dealership.
Dealing with Natalie Appleby once again was seamless. We feel confident in our choices thanks
to her guidance. Christine Simmons in finance was also excellent. She made sure we knew our
best and all choices for maintenance and warranty. Compared to all the other sales p
72 ss camaro
dishwasher wiring diagram
2010 nissan maxima interior
eopleâ€¦. Cam Clark Ford continues to go above and beyond what is expected! I am from out of
province, and trusted Rick Veno to ensure that my new Edge had the options I requested and
was ready for pick up when I arrived. I was not disappointed. The process was efficiently and
professionally handled. Rick alsoâ€¦. The customer service from day 1 was amazing!!! A friend
of mine recommended your dealership and I have nothing but good things to say! I have never
owned a new vehicle, like ever!!! Josie in finance and Natalie went above and beyond in helping
meâ€¦. Phone Number. I agree to receive periodical offers, newsletter, safety and recall updates
from the dealership. Consent can be withdrawn at any time. Your Information. Your vehicle
Information. Your Preferred Time. Anytime Morning Afternoon Evening. Convertus 28 Available
View Details. Why Our Customers Love Us. Colton Oliver. Anthony Ritcey. Elaine Greene. Marie
Bernard. Amanda Layton. Visit One of Our locations. General Manager.

